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S UP P O R T, GU I D E A N D I N F L U E N C E
Connecting charities, community groups, volunteers and business: That’s Infrastructure: Jane Ide (CEO NAVCA).

A VOICE FROM THE CHAIR

It seems that every year I talk about the rapid
change that Northamptonshire as a County is
experiencing. Last year my message focussed
on Brexit as a cause of uncertainty for the
VCSE sector. Whilst that dominated the first
half of 2019/2020, a new and destabilising
threat in COVID19 has dominated the second
half. Little did we know the effect that this
virus would have on our country, it’s people,
our way of life and it’s implications for our
economy.
The way the sector reacts and reinvigorates
itself will be a massive challenge, but
challenge is nothing new, and with the right
support we will continue to deliver much
needed projects, activities and services.
We remain a crucial part of the jigsaw
that connects people to communities and
organisations to places.
Voluntary Impact Northamptonshire has
continued to successfully meet the needs
of both our local communities and its
community organisations. We believe that
by advising and guiding local groups we can
help them to develop and grow. This growth
is important as it leads to resilience and
independence, enabling them to add value to
the framework of people and places.

A VIEW FROM THE TURRET

crucial part of our communities and our
organisations. Many groups or charities would
not survive without that volunteering input
to sustain them. Here at Voluntary Impact
Northamptonshire we have a committed
group of volunteers who regularly assist in the
delivery of our work. My thanks go to them for
all their hard work over the past 12 months.
This year we have refreshed our mission
position and started to think about how we
can ensure that the sector is actively engaged
with both the Unitary Authority model and
the move towards Integrated Care. Ensuring
that organisations have a voice in this is
vitally important to VIN and will continue
to be so. We facilitate the Voluntary Sector
Assembly and we believe that this will be
a crucial framework for engagement and
communication. The sector is always stronger
when it speaks as one voice.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all of our hard-working and
committed staff without whom Voluntary
Impact Northamptonshire would not be
the organisation it is. I would also like to
give thanks to our board of trustees, whose
contribution of time and expertise is of
immense value.

We remain a lead authority on volunteering
and volunteers, believing these to be a
Chris Pallot | Chairman
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I became the CEO in January 2020 and whilst
I cannot comment on the first half of VINs
year, the second has been a whirlwind of
change. My office is round and like a turret
(hence the view from) and what a view it’s
been. Less than 10 weeks at my desk and
Northamptonshire, like the rest of the world
was plunged into the worst crisis for 70 years.
How the sector survives the C19 pandemic
has yet to be seen, although it clearly has
added another challenging dimension to
our already challenged sector. What struck
me throughout this period though is the way
individuals, communities and community
organisations come together in a way very
rarely seen previously. I am convinced that
the pandemic at its height could have been so
much worse without these interventions.

support like never before. Infrastructure, if
properly funded is pivotal in this regard.

It’s a little known fact that we celebrate VINs
30th year in 2020. Throughout this period VIN
has evolved and will need to do so again, by
merging the old and the new within its work
programmes.

Place based social action: Commissioning,
services and activities are moving towards
people in places. Place based social action
and engagement through people supporting
others is pivotal, and that’s why I support our
own individual approach through Make Your
Place: Shape Your Future.

There is always a perennial debate about
what Infrastructure organisations are and do
but for me it’s about connecting the puzzle (a
direct reference to our front cover) through
support, training and advice. Our four
essential core programmes are: Group
development and support: If groups are to
survive C19 they will need advice, training and

Volunteering: if we all marvelled at the
volunteer army which awoke during C19, a
more impressive feat will be in retaining and
training them. We all know that volunteers
are not a free resource, and I would like to see
properly funded volunteer programmes in the
future, particularly at a pint of place.
Voice and recognition: The sector is so much
more powerful when it acts, as far as is
possible with one voice. In this way we
persuade and influence the policy makers and
institutional funders. For this reason alone I
support VINs approach to the Voluntary
Sector Assembly.

I do hope you enjoy reading our Annual
Report though: it’s a window into an ever
changing world.

Russell Rolph | CEO
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GROUP DEVELOPMENT & SUPPORT

VOLUNTEERING:

THE PATHWAY TO RESILIENCE

THE BAROMETER
OF A CIVIC SOCIETY

Group support and development lies at the
heart of resilient communities. Whether
you are a new community organisation with
an ambition to form, or a more established
group dealing with the inevitable challenges
that come with the sector, our Infrastructure
support is crucial. By helping to support
and advise groups Voluntary Impact
Northamptonshire plays its part in connecting
people to places.
We provide guidance and information on
every aspect of an organisations development,
ensuring they stay effective, healthy and
robust. We act as a critical broker on funding
applications, we advise on template policies
and procedures and we assist with business
and organisational planning. These support
services are delivered through a variety of
avenues, including:
• One to one support
• Telephone advice surgeries

community spirit in Northampton, a spirit
which has grown exponentially in the second
half of the year due to the dramatic effects of
COVID19.
Much of our work is about bringing the
current issues to the sector: We publicise
events, opportunities and funding information
through our E-Bulletins and Social Media
Networks. Growth in our Social Media is one
of our success stories. Our Twitter followers
have grown massively over the year and our
presence through Facebook is increasing.
Once again our training has proved popular. In
partnership with the Co-operative and Social
Enterprise Development Agency we delivered
a session on Social Investment and Enterprise,
with Hewitsons Solicitors a workshop on
How to Trade Effectively specifically aimed
at organisational trustees, and contributed
fully with Digital Northampton in a day of
programme sessions on how to achieve more
using the power of digital.

• Peer support sessions
• Best practice network forums
20% of the people we met over the past
twelve months were exploring how to
start a Voluntary, Community and Social
Enterprise organisation highlighting the great
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Group support and
development lies at
the heart of resilient
communities
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Volunteering continues to be an important
pathway for creating avenues to employment,
improving health and well-being and
decreasing social isolation. It can be a tool
for personal self-development, giving the
excluded an opportunity to actively and
positively participate.

people can volunteer effectively and to this
end our volunteers have hosted a number
of volunteer recruitment days with young
people in schools, colleges and academies,
in the hopes of inspiring them to consider
volunteering as a first step on their career
ladder.

We continue to work on reducing barriers
and helping people develop and contribute,
in addition to strengthening ties between
business and communities on skills based
opportunities.
To make volunteering more accessible, local
people have been able to:
• Take advantage of one to one appointments
with our volunteer team.
• Visit us at our weekly volunteering surgeries
• Connect with us at our various outreach
events across Northampton
Our own volunteers are involved in a diverse
range of roles and make a core contribution
to how we run projects and services.
Reception volunteers are the public face of
the organisation for visitors, whilst others
promote volunteering to the public at events,
talks and presentations around the town.
There is always debate about how young

We continue to support National Volunteers
Week, with over 500 individuals attending
our local event. Despite reduced budgets, we
continue to attend promotional events and
support groups with volunteering advice both
within Northampton and beyond. Our work
continues with business in the promotion of
Employee Supported Volunteering, viewing
this as a critical component of Corporate
and Social Responsibility, which is one way in
which business gives back to the community it
works and invests in.
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VOICE AND REPRESENTATION

NORTHAMPTON HEALTHCARE
FOUNDATION TRUST

Voice and Representation is an integral part
of the work we do.
Put simply, Voice and Representation helps
to ensure that community organisations and
groups have their say and are recognised
for who they are and what they do. We
all know that the VCSE sector is huge and
diverse, and consists of large, medium and
smaller organisations. We also know that
larger organisations have become skilled in
finding their voice, but this is less the case
for smaller Charities or community groups
who might need help in meeting the right
people, influencing policy and debating their
arguments. Voice and Representation helps to
level the playing field in this regard, and in so
doing strengthens the sector.
And that’s important: Voice and
Representation is pivotal in ensuring that
the added value the sector brings, the way it
compliments statutory interventions and the
income it delivers through its own funding
applications or external programmes is seen
and applauded as a vital piece in the jigsaw
that makes People and Places.
Our principles of Voice and Representation
are:
• All groups, community organisations and
charities have the right to be heard
• We advocate for the strength and diversity
of the sector
• We ensure opportunities for the sector to
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add value and demonstrate their impact
• Our in-depth sector knowledge ensures that
the right organisations sit at the right tables
at the right time
Throughout 2019-2020 Voluntary Impact
Northamptonshire represented the sector at
36 different Partnership or Strategic Boards,
ranging from Community Safety to Health
and Well-being, from Unitary Authority
Development to Safeguarding and the
protection of individuals, from Community
Development to Community Resilience.

We all know the importance of Volunteering in all its
forms. Volunteering is often good for the individual
who volunteers and for the organisations that support
those volunteers. Many organisations would not
survive or be able to deliver their services if it were not
for the volunteer army that regularly delivers activities or assists with projects: Voluntary Impact
Northamptonshire remains connected to all forms of volunteering initiatives and has built an effective
relationship with Northamptonshire Healthcare Foundation Trust (or NHFT) over the past 5 years.
The Foundation Trust is responsible for delivering over 100 services across the County which includes
mental health, community nursing and physiotherapy.
Our volunteering programme began in 2016 and has grown and expanded year on year, regularly
placing individuals in roles which directly benefit NHFT services.

Our knowledge of the sector and its players is
essential in ensuring that fruitful engagement
opportunities are offered to all, and not just a
few.
This year was important in that we started
to seek funds and support for the VCSE
Assembly. The Assembly will act as a one
voice recognition for the sector (as far as
is practically possible) and will provide a
framework by which key partners can engage,
commission and disseminate information.
Whilst the Assembly is in its formative stages,
it will grow into 2020/21 and beyond. What
it becomes and how it develops will not be
for Voluntary Impact Northamptonshire or
any other single organisation to decide. The
Assembly is a true construct for discussion
and debate, ultimately strengthening
the sector across the County. For more
information on the Assembly contact info@
voluntaryimpact.org.uk
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SOME OF OUR SUCCESSES
We successful initiated a
volunteer car scheme
based at Berrywood
Hospital NHFT using our
own car scheme team
to recruit new drivers.
These drivers are
specifically allocated for
NHFT and use the Trusts
pool cars to drive patients
to appointments.

Over the past 12 months
we have worked in
partnership with Helpforce,
assisting their placement
of NHS volunteers into
local voluntary roles.

We ensured the
Foundation Trust gain
accreditation in Investing
in Volunteers. As a result
NHFT are now only one
of a handful of Trusts
across the UK with this
recognition.
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HAPPY@HOME

RO A D S A R E LI KE TA R M A C JI G SAW P IECES CONNECTING P EOP LE AND P LAC ES

The Car Scheme has been running
successfully for over 30 years, and provides
supportive transport for elderly and disabled
residents of the Borough of Northampton. Our
team of volunteer drivers provide essential
door to door transport to medically related
and well-being appointments, and further
act as a friendly face and a listening ear.
In addition, they regularly take passengers
to appointments in hospitals further afield
including those in Leicester, Oxford, London
and Cambridge.
In November 2019 we officially took over the
running of the Northampton Door to Door
Service and welcomed 10 new members of
staff which comprises of 2 office staff and 8
drivers.
Northampton Door to Door Service has a
long history of helping elderly & disabled
people in Northampton. As a registered
bus service, it provides a cost effective and
supportive door-to-door transport option to
the local community which also consists of a
dedicated shopping bus.

for those in the community who do not drive
and struggle using conventional buses. Not
only is this type of transport essential for
those who would not be able to attend their
medically related appointments without
it, but it further acts as a lifeline for social
interaction and well-being, helping prevent
social isolation and keeping our community
active, independent and involved. We all
know the important of networks in the lives of
people and places.
Our collaboration and close working
relationship with a variety of local community
groups and service providers has gone from
strength to strength and we will continue to
fulfil and improve. Ensuring that residents
have a safe, reliable and supportive transport
scheme with which to access the diverse
range of services and retail opportunities
offered in Northampton is essential.

Northampton Community Transport was
therefore established as the umbrella name
to include both the services we now offer.
We are passionate about the need for
affordable and supportive transport provisions
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The Happy@Home project has been
running since 2012 in Daventry and South
Northamptonshire, and due to its success was
expanded and delivered into Northampton in
2018, working in partnership with Voluntary
Impact Northamptonshire.
The project provides a lifeline to lonely,
isolated and older people, supporting them
to live healthily, safely and independently in
their own homes for as long as practicable
possible. We all know that independence
and independent living assists an individual
with their health and well-being, but this only
works where effective support mechanisms
are in place.
The project ensures that each older person
is matched with a volunteer befriender who
builds a trusting relationship with them,
individualising support as it’s required.
Our volunteers help older people find the
right services and support. They assist
with shopping, trips out and completing
often complex paperwork on behalf of the
individual concerned.
Voluntary Impact Northamptonshire recruit,
support and train volunteers in order that
they can build relationships with older
people and strengthen community cohesion
as a direct result. Happy@Home is another

way in which we piece together the jigsaw of
people and places.
As part of our volunteer supported social
activities, and in continued partnership with
Northamptonshire Partnership Homes, we
hold coffee mornings, light lunches and
afternoon teas which bring together the
wider community in all its forms. These events
have been well attended and provide an
opportunity for people to connect, discover
and share memories.
According to Age UK, more than 2 million
people over the age of 75 live alone. In
addition, more than 1 million older people
regularly live for a month or more without
seeing a single friend or relative. Whilst there
are a number of reasons why people become
lonely or socially isolated, the effects of that
isolation can be devastating.
Loneliness can lead to a host of physical and
well-being symptoms ranging from sleep
deprivation to a lack of self worth, or from
anxiety to depression.
New research has shown that the East of
England (which includes Northamptonshire)
is one of the loneliest places in the UK. That’s
why projects such as Happy@Home are so
vital and important.
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IMPACTS

volunteers recruited
to NHFT services

the number of
website hits

IMPACTS

the number of Twitter
followers

the number of
volunteers recruited
through Happy@
Home

the number of
people moved into
employment as a
result of the BBO
Programme

the number of
passenger trips
undertaken by
Northampton
Community Transport

The number of
constitutional
funders or Statutory
Authorities supporting
VIN

the number of
registered users relying
on Northampton
Community Transport

university students
placed in Community
volunteering

the number of
befriendees supported
through Happy@
Home

the number of groups
receiving social
enterprise support

the number of
Partnerships Boards
attended

volunteering
opportunities
promoted

the number of
Northampton groups
supported with face to
face advice

the number of
volunteer driver hours
within Northampton
Community Transport

the number of diverse
funding sources

the number of
individuals registered
through the BBO
Programme

the number of
participants referred
to volunteering as part
of the Work Readiness
Programme

the amount of yearly
funding achieved

the number of
participants attending
our Network sessions

*BBO is the Building Better Opportunities Programme of which VIN is a part.
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CASE STUDIES

supported her anxiety counselling financially
to the value of £1,000.00. Her anxiety
stemmed from a highly abusive childhood
which continued into adulthood.
And the great news…
Currently the lady is debt free, happy,
less anxious, stronger emotionally and
volunteering with a local organisation.
3.
A little funding help

1.
Let’s take a look at Stuart…
Our work with Northamptonshire Healthcare
Foundation Trust has brought us into contact
with a varied and diverse audience, and we
are always keen to provide interesting and
varied volunteering opportunities.
Stuart was a Volunteer Peer Mentor. He states:
I really wanted to start a new career in mental
health, but with only lived experience and
no formal training or qualifications, I thought
volunteering was a perfect place to start. I
wanted to give back to the hospital where
I was treated, and volunteering is a good
way to do this. I basically help out on the
ward and engage with staff and patients,
sharing some of my lived experience when
I can. Some of the things I do is play pool
with patients, make cups of tea or coffee,
undertake patient shopping, do the tea
trolley, fill and empty the dishwasher and go
for walks with patients around the grounds: I
love being back at the hospital. I really love
the staff and it’s so interesting speaking to
the patients and getting to know them. The
social aspect is really good and it helps me
with my understanding of my own mental
health and how others experience similar
things. It also gives me more purpose in life
and something positive to look forward to
all week. Volunteering has really improved
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my confidence and self-worth. It’s been hard
because I have to travel 2.5 hours each way
to do my volunteering but it’s totally worth it.
I’ve learnt that meeting new people is great.
It has also helped alleviate some of my social
anxiety especially around new people. I was
also getting pretty good at pool!!!!
And the great news…
Stuart has now gone on to be a paid
member of staff. Due to the enthusiasm and
commitment he showed while volunteering
he now works as a Health Care Assistant.
2.
The value of good advice: BBO
A lady approached the Building Better
Opportunities Programme (BBO) with debt
issues which were causing her extreme
anxiety. Having failed to open her post for
at least two years, the BBO Coach advised
her to confront her demons, open her mail
and ascertain the level of financial debt.
Having done this, the organisation Step
Change advised her to become bankrupt,
although this would mean losing her family
home. The BBO Coach contacted all of the
companies owed and explained the situation,
with some debts being written off and others
were cancelled until her financial situation
improved. A new bank account was set up for
her, and she was supported in her application
for benefits. In addition, the BBO Programme
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Kidz Link is a much needed and valued Youth
Club in St David Ward in Northampton.
The club organisers had been unsuccessful
in obtaining grant funding to help them
continue for another year. Working with
Northampton Borough Council’s Community
Safety and Engagement team we met with
the club organiser and decided to apply for
a Northamptonshire Police Fire and Crime
Commissioner’s grant. VIN supported the
group with the writing of the grant as they
had little experience of completing complex
forms and we made sure the supporting
documents were available. Kidz Link were
successful and received a Grant of £6448. A
Kidz Link representative stated:
“Thanks to VIN it is great that the work will be
able to continue with no pressure of whether
we can run next week to the next”
4.
Mr A, Mrs B and not forgetting Ms C
Northamptonshire Community Transport is
an umbrella brand for both our Volunteer Car
Scheme and our Minibus Service. Both meet
the transport needs of the elderly, and those
without access to vehicles of their own. We
know that we fulfil a vital function for local
residents, but let’s hear from Mrs B, Mr A and
Ms C on their experiences.
Mrs. B
I heard about the car scheme through word of
mouth and advertising. Its great being able to
see my husband in a care home and seeing a
driver’s friendly face. It’s a lifeline.

Mr. A
I have been using the Community Transport
Scheme for over 2 years now. I saw it
advertised in my local Doctors surgery. I need
it desperately. I use it every 2 weeks without
fail and to me it means everything.
Ms C
I was initially attracted to the Scheme when I
had to give up driving due to health reasons. I
have been using the Volunteer Drive Scheme
for almost 3 years. They help me to get to my
medical appointments. They are valuable, and
its always nice to see a friendly drivers face
that I can pass the time with.
So, small connections bring big rewards. As
our CEO Russell Rolph states;
Roads are like tarmac jigsaw pieces. Our
Community Transport Schemes connect
people to places, increase health and wellbeing and reduce isolation. Its another great
example of what Voluntary Impact is and
does.
5.
The Power of Happy@Home
Volunteering is not about statistics. It’s
about people connecting and supporting
others. Here are a few words from one of our
Happy@Home volunteers which illustrates
the point.
I love helping Pamela with her shopping and
having a little chat and a catch up by her front
door. Since the lockdown she hasn’t been able
to see anyone or go for shopping herself, so
she gets bored and a little bit lonely too.
She always tells me how she’s feeling,
sometimes a bit low and another days, she’s
more upbeat. We always have a little catch
up on how her family and mine are doing
and have a little laugh. Pamela loves seeing
my dog as she used to have a dog herself,
so Betsy Beagle often comes with me to
deliver her shopping. It’s great to see how my
small gesture of bringing her shopping and
stopping by for a little chat, cheers her up and
brightens her day. It’s lovely to be able to help
someone like this.
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BUILDING BETTER

TESTIMONIALS AND

OPPORTUNITIES

We all know that the world in which we
live can be challenging and competitive,
particularly when it comes to finding and
keeping a job. Holding a job increases an
individual’s self worth, ensures they are
financially sustainable and contributes to
our community cohesion. For some, obtaining
a job is simple, for others though, there are
many challenges to face.
The Building Better Opportunities programme
(BBO) was established to support those who
are vulnerable and have additional barriers
in starting their journey towards meaningful
employment. This includes but is not limited
to creating CV’s, learning interview skills,
accessing relevant training, volunteering, job
application support and signposting to other
specialist organisations. All participants
create individual action plans on what they
wish to achieve, and how they wish to achieve
them. Additional support is provided as the
need arises.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Northamptonshire Healthcare Foundation
Trust.
Over the past 12 months, the Programme
has achieved 30 exit results, 80% of which
were positive and involved training, gained
employment or volunteering. The support
that the Programme has been able to
offer is varied and flexible according to
the participants needs. While general job
skills have always been developed, some
participants have required specialist services
which have been catered for and funded,
including the cost of transport to volunteering
placements. Advice has also been given with
regards to the various benefits available to
individuals, with several being supported
in their applications for Universal Credit
or the Disability element of the Personal
Independence Payment.

The BBO Programme has outreach
services in two locations in Northampton,
and has a robust relationship with both
Northamptonshire Partnership Homes and
the Northampton Domestic Abuse Service.
Outside of Northampton, outreach services
have been achieved in Corby, Kettering
and Rushden Job Centres, and an excellent
working relationship has been developed with
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It’s always nice to receive constructive
feedback on our work… and here are a few
examples:
On our Volunteer Week event 2019:
Well done Voluntary Impact! A really well
organised event: We would absolutely be
interested in attending again. Thank you!
From CS2 Chartered Surveyors (sponsors of
the Community Volunteer Fair 2019):
Voluntary Impact Northamptonshire were
extremely helpful and enthusiastic. This
first year was a great success and with some
improvements can grow and grow. We were
pleased to be involved this year and definitely
think with more appeal to local businesses
you can build a bigger profile, receive
increased funding and therefore make it a
more beneficial event for businesses to get
involved in.
Equality and Diversity Training in
collaboration with Northamptonshire Police
and Simply Business:
A great setting: Good training and information
which challenged our processes for recruiting
and managing volunteers.
Our Network Skills Training:

Networking Skills. Thanks to Voluntary Impact
Northamptonshire and The Development
Company who made sure everyone came
away with practical skills for us to think about
and improve.
Our Volunteers:
Volunteer A: I have volunteered for Voluntary
Impact Northamptonshire for less than a year
and have learnt a lot. They are a great bunch
of people, welcoming and patient. I advise
volunteers on potential roles. It’s a rewarding
experience. I personally feel that if everyone
could take time to volunteer as society would
be a better place to live.
Volunteer B: When I first retired from work I
was quite anxious about how I would adapt
to my new lifestyle, as my job had been pretty
full-on in terms of both responsibility and
workload. Having decided to volunteer to
help with that transition between working
and not working, I found the ideal opportunity
as a volunteer adviser with Voluntary Impact
Northamptonshire. I can’t believe how lucky
I was to end up in a role that so closely
matched my previous experience, and not
only gives me the fulfilment of helping others
develop their skills and confidence but also
means I get to work with a great, supportive
team. Volunteering is definitely a win-win.

Great morning spent with others from the
voluntary and social sector learning about
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EVENTS

Social Prescription for the County
Social Prescription takes a holistic approach
to people’s health and well-being and it’s
coming to Northamptonshire. Voluntary
Impact Northamptonshire delivered two
events around the subject, attracting
organisations that had an interest in the
concept and how it would be progressed. Over
30 different organisations attended, actively
involving themselves in discussion and the
formation of a Social Prescribing Working
Group. Like most activities, Social Prescription
has been interrupted by the COVID pandemic,
and Voluntary Impact Northamptonshire,
together with the rest of the sector looks
forward to its introduction in 2020/2021.
Leadership across the Voluntary Sector
In October 2019 Voluntary Impact
Northamptonshire, Together with partner
agencies Carers Northamptonshire, Age UK,
The Teamwork Trust and Northamptonshire
Community Foundation held a leadership
conference for the Voluntary Sector. Over 30
organisations attended and contributed to
constructive discussions on transformation
and change in local government and health.
Due to the success of this first event, a second
was planned and delivered in February
2020 at the home of Northamptonshire
County Cricket: Entitled Stronger Together,
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this facilitated workshop examined ways in
which the sector could work more closely
together to form a one voice recognition for
the large number of community organisations
operating across the County.

• Northampton Town developments

• Northampton Children’s Centre
developments

enthusiastic partners, volunteer roles were
advertised and discussed. The opportunity
for community groups to come together and
share best practice in volunteering was also
welcomed.

SEMLEP Community Grants

Let’s celebrate the unsung Trustees

Public and Patient Involvement

The South East Midlands Local Economic
Partnership works closely with Voluntary
Impact Northamptonshire and as a result
of this arrangement, we delivered three
workshop sessions on the subject of SEMLEP
Community Grants, providing Voluntary
Sector organisations with the advice and
guidance they needed to apply for this
specific funding. Not only that, but Voluntary
Impact Northamptonshire further supported
interested organisations with three rounds of
bespoke pre-application development advice
and guidance which furthered their chances
of success.

We held our second Trustee celebration
event in collaboration with a local business
partner the charity law firm Hewitsons of
Northampton The event, which was opened by
the Lord Lieutenant David Laing, was attended
by trustees representing over 30 local
charities. The programme included a legal
snapshot of trustee roles and responsibilities,
discussion sessions around hot topics in
the charity world, and a short workshop
on recruiting Trustees delivered jointly by
Hewitsons and our Development Officer. All
attendees received a complimentary pack to
share with their fellow trustees at their next
meetings. The contents were kindly donated
by Sainsburys and John Lewis.

Taking place on the 11th June 2019 at the
University of Northampton, the Public and
Patient Involvement event was delivered
to support Carers during National Carers
Week. Carers Week is an annual campaign
which recognises the importance of Carers
in society, and the challenges and obstacles
they face. The event was organised by
Northamptonshire Carers and VIN took a
role in supporting volunteering, advocating
membership and discussing our involvement
with Northampton Healthcare Foundation
Trust.

The Art of Networking:
Our Network events continue to be a great
success. These provide the opportunity for
organisations to come together, understand
best practice and interpret information
relating to the current landscape in which we
work. Presentations this year included:
• Local Government Re-organisation
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• Social Prescribing

Volunteer Week 2019
Held in the Market Square in Northampton,
our Volunteer event was a celebration of
the importance of volunteers and the role
they play in supporting communities and
community organisations. With over 30 stalls
in attendance, and a host of willing and
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FINANCE - HERE ARE THE NUMBERS

LOOKING FORWARD

INCOME TYPE

Grants £248,315
Subscriptions £19,408
Donations / Trusts £12,329
Income generation £45,002
Other £3,111
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NBC £30,507
NCC £58,814
Big

Staff £583,208

,573
Lottery £109

0
NHS £120,94
UoN £24,605
ESF £49,416

Other Project Costs £80,365
Overheads £83,928
Volunteers £6,606
Governance £5,132

£196,632
Commsortia
r £261,008
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8
Other £81,88

NDDS Minibus costs
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TOTAL: £933,388
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NDDS Merger £261,008

VCS S&D

INCOME
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Contracts £344,215

(5 months only) £27,812
TOTAL: £787,051

2

,38
TOTAL: £933
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There is no doubt that the voluntary sector
in Northamptonshire will continue to face a
raft of challenges over the next year. Chief
amongst these will be the implications of
COVID19 which will continue to ripple and
cause a range of financial and service delivery
issues for the majority of community based
organisations within the County.

• To seek funding to deliver more focussed
and needs based training

Voluntary Impact Northamptonshire will be
working against this backdrop, and ensuring
effective voice and representation for the
sector will be a top priority. We will continue:

We also know the importance of volunteering
for individuals, organisations and
communities. We will continue:

• To advocate for the sector wherever
possible, working with both the Unitary
Authorities and the ICAN model of
Integrated Care to ensure that fruitful
engagement opportunities are provided for,
and that the sectors voice is heard as a key
and pivotal partner
• To develop our Voluntary Sector Assembly,
a one voice recognition construct for
the sector which commissioners and
key stakeholders can use to disseminate
information, discuss service delivery and
implement new dialogue with the many
community organisations which exist and
clearly add value to statutory interventions
• To ensure our attendance at key
partnership and strategic boards
• To ensure that key stakeholders realise the
value that the sector can bring and what
could be lost if funding streams evaporate
or diminish
We know how hard it can be for community
organisations to grow and thrive in the current
climate. Group Development and Support will
continue to be a key theme in our work. We
will continue:

• To support organisations with advice and
guidance
• To provide peer based learning
opportunities and appropriate and relevant
network events

• To advocate for volunteer funding
• To participate in volunteering initiatives
• To assist other organisations to source,
advise and train volunteers
We also know how important the concept
of place will be moving forward. Healthcare
systems and the Unitary Authorities
will be moving towards localities and
neighbourhoods: we will continue:
• To advocate for intuitive placed based
commissioning and the provision of services
• To ensure that the VCSE sector adds value
to local placed based delivery
• To advocate our Make Your Place
Programme with external funders and
stakeholders
• To continue to deliver our Volunteer Car
Scheme and our Door to Door transport
service as an important component of local
services
Overall, Voluntary Impact Northamptonshire
will continue to connect the jigsaw of people,
places and services through our strap line of
Support, Guide and Influence.
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Voluntary Impact Northamptonshire would like to thank
the following funders and supporters. These supporters
are listed alphabetically.
Benham Charitable Settlement
Constance Travis Charitable Trust
Crick Garden Centre
Digital Northampton
The Directorate of Public Health
Edith Murphy Foundation
Elaine Barrett Charitable Trust
Francis Winham Foundation
Hewitsons Solicitors
John Lewis
Kay Buckby of the Development Company
Manos Daskalou of the University of Northampton
Maud Elkington Charitable Trust
The National Lottery Community Fund
Nene CCG
NLIVE
Northampton Borough Council
Northamptonshire Community Foundation
Northamptonshire County Council
Northamptonshire Partnership Homes
Northamptonshire Police
Paula Bowles of the University of Northampton
Simply Business
Tesco PLC
Track Cafe
University Of Northampton
All of our committed and supportive volunteers
Our Board of Trustees

15 St Giles Street
Northampton
NN1 1JA
Tel: 01604 637522
www.voluntaryimpact.org.uk
Company Ltd by Guarantee
Registered in England and Wales
No: 4184061
Registered Charity:
No: 1087513

